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Lesson Five

5  Abstract Data Types

5.1  STACK


Stack is a linear, homogeneous, dynamic structure. Typical feature of stack is the access exclusively to one side of the linear structure. An example from life is the set of plates, located one on top of the other. You take a plate from the top of the column of plates and put the plate back to the top of the column. You never take/put one  from/to the middle of the column. Similarly the items of a stack are accessible only from one side of the stack, called the TOP.  Set of operations defined upon the stack is expressed in the Diagram of signature.
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	SInit(S) or StackInit(S) - Initialization of the stack. The result of the operation is generation of the empty stack.
	SEmpty(S) or StackEmpty - The operation is predicate, which is true, if the stack is empty and false if the stack is not-empty.
	Push(S,El) - Inserting an item to the top of the stack. The operation is similar to InsertFirst in list.
	Pop(S) -  Deleting the item at the top of the stack (in hereby defined semantics, the operation returns no value). The operation is similar to DeleteFirst in list.
	Top(S,El)      The operation reads (returns) the value of the item onto the top of the stack. No change is made upon the stack. Operation has often the form of function, returning the value of top item.  Operation causes a fatal error, if the stack is empty. A good programming style uses this operation after SEmpty operation:


       if not SEmpty(s)
       then begin
         Top(S,El);
         ...
       end; (* if *)

The semantics of the ADT  Stack is defined by a set of axioms


  1)  SEmpty(Sinit(S))=true;
  2)  SEmpty(Push(S,El))=false;
  3)  Top(Push(S,El))=El; (* Top is used as function *)
  4)  Top(S)=Top(Push(S,El);Pop(S));

5.1.1  The usage of stack. 

Stack is one of the most important data structures. Its characteristic feature is the reversing of the order of items of linear structure. Stack is called LIFO structure (Last-In-First-Out). If items of linear structure (list) are sequentially pushed to the stack, and consequently by the couple of operation Top(S), Pop(S) taken from the stack and inserted to the list (in Insertlast manner) the results is the linear structure (list) with items reversed in their order. Backtracking algorithms are based on this concept. Another usage of this principle  are in allocation of memory of called procedures especially in recursive calling, passing the graphs and trees with the return, enumeration of arithmetic (and other) expression expressed in postfix notation, conversion of expression expressed in infix notation to the postfix notation. 

5.1.2  In-fix, pre-fix and post-fix notation.

Operation with two operands O1 and O2 and one operation P is notated as:

   (O1 P O2)   (5 + 13)

As operand is between operands, it is called infix notation. The greatest disadvantage of this commonly used notation is need for brackets, and difficulty in evaluation by computer algorithms. 

Notation of the form of  (P O1 02)  is called pre-fix notation. We use this form e.g. in functions:  add(O1,O2). Symmetrical notation is called post-fix or reverse Polish notation (called according the Polish mathematician, who introduced these notations.

If infix notation has the form:

 (A + B) * (C + D) / ((E - F) / (G + H)) =

and postfix notation has the form:

 A B + C D - * E F -  G H + / / =



5.1.3  Evaluation of arithmetic expression in postfix by means of the stack

Let the arithmetic expression be noted in postfix notation and ended by delimiter '=', for example: 3 7 + 9 5 - * 7 1 - 6 2 / / =,

Then the evaluation is done according the rules:

Process sequentially the string of items in expression.

1) If an item is operand, push it to the stack. 

2) If an item is operator, get out of the stack (Top and Pop) as many operands as is the n-arity of operator (two operands for dyadic or binary operator); produce the result of the operation with the two operands and push the result to the stack.

3) If you encounter the delimiter '=', the result is on the top of the stack.

With the above mentioned expression when '*' is processed, the situation at the stack is:

  stack        * 7 1 - 6 2 / / =







4←Top
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when the first  '/' is expressed, the situation is 

  stack                  / / =
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when the second  '/' is expressed, the situation is 

  stack                   / =
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40

The resulting state is:
 
  stack                    =






20←Top


5.1.4  The conversion of infix notation

The conversion of infix notation from the input string of items to postfix notation formed by output string of items with the use of the stack is done according the following rules. 

Move sequentially along the input string of items and:

1) If an item is operand, add it to the end of generated output string.

2) If an item is left bracket, push it to the stack.

3) If an item is right bracket remove sequentially from the top of the stack all operators and add them to the end of output string until you encounter the left bracket. Remove the left bracket from the stack. This is the way how the pair of brackets is processed.

4) If an item is operator 
   then
      if stack is empty OR the left bracket  is on the top of stack OR the operator with the lower priority is on the top of stack
      then push the operator  to the stack
   else (* on the top is operand with the same or greater priority *)
      remove the operand from the top of stack and add it to the end of  output string; repeat the algorithm from the point 4)  as long as  the insertion is successful (condition for insertion is true).

5) If the item is delimiter '=', remove sequentially all items from stack and add them one by one to the end of output string. When stack is empty, add the delimiter '=' to the end of output string.


5.1.5  Stack and allocation of memory in block structure.

Block structure is the inner part of the main program or the body of procedures. All local variables of given procedure are allocated by means of stack like organized memory space. All variables declared in the procedure are allocated before the first statement of the procedure body is executed. When the procedure ends, the top of stack-like memory  is moved back to the position prior to the procedure call. This ensures the de-allocation of memory allocated to all local variables. 

5.1.6   Implementation of the stack

Stack may be implemented by an array or by linked list.

5.1.6.1   Implementation by the array

const
   MaxStack=500;
type
   TSArray=array[1..MaxStack] of TData;
   TStack=record  (* stack implemented by an aray *)
      SArray:TSArray;
      TopInd:0..MaxStack
   end;

   procedure SInit(S:TStack);
   begin
      S.TopInd:=0;
   end;

   function SEmpty(S:TStack):Boolean;
   begin
     SEmpty:=S.TopInd=0;
   end;

   procedure Push(var S:TStack; El:TData);
   begin
     with S do begin
       TopInd:=TopInd + 1;
       SArray[TopInd]:=El;
     end; (* with *)
   end;

   procedure Pop(var S:TStack);
   begin	
     if S.TopInd>0
     then
        S.TopInd:=S.TopInd - 1;
   end;

   procedure Top(S:TStack; var El:TData); (* sometimes implemented as 
                                             the function *)
   begin
     El (* Top *) := S.SArray[S.TopInd];
   end;

   function  SFull(S:TStack):Boolean;
   begin
      SFull:=S.TopInd=MaxStack;
   end;

   This function is implemented only for implementation using an array. Operation Push should be guarded by SFull condition:

     if not SFull(S)
     then begin
        Push(S,El);
        ...
     end;

5.1.6.2   Implementation by the list:

type
  TPtr=^TItem;
  TItem=record
    Data:TData;
    NextPtr:TPtr;
  end;

  TStack=record  (* Stack implemented by the list *)
    Top:TPtr;
  end; 

  procedure SInit(var S:TStack);
  begin
    S.Top:=nil;
  end;

  function SEmpty(S:TStack):Boolean;
  begin
    SEmpty:=S.Top=nil;
  end;

  procedure Push(var S:TStack, El:TData);
  var
    TmpPtr:TPtr;
  begin
    new(TmpPtr);
    TmpPtr^.Data:=El;
    TmpPtr^.NextPtr:=S.Top;
    S.Top:=TmpPtr;
  end;

  procedure Pop(var S:TStack);
  var
    TmpPtr:TPtr;
  begin
    TmpPtr:=S.Top;
    S.Top:=S.Top^.NextPtr;
    dispose(TmpPtr);
  end;

  procedure Top(S:TStack; var El:TData);
  begin
    El:=S.Top^.Data
  end;   
 
 
5.2   QUEUE

Queue is a linear, homogeneous, dynamic structure. Queue is called FIFO structure : (First-In-First-On). Item is inserted to one side of the linear structure called the end of queue and item is removed or read from the other side called the begining of queue. 

There is set of operations defined upon the queue in the  Diagram of signature: 
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	QInit(Q)   ...   Initialization of the queue. The result of the operation is the generation of the empty queue.


	QEmpty(Q)  ...   The operation is predicate which is true, if queue is empty and false, if queue is not-empty.


	QueUp(Q,El) ...    The operation inserts the element into the queue  as the edge item to the "end of the queue".


	Remove(Q)   ...    The operation remove (destroys) the edge item at the "beginning of the queue" 


	Front(Q,El) ...    The operation returns the value of the edge element at the begin of the queue. Operation causes the fatal error if the queue is empty. Operation is regularly conditioned by the not empty predicate:


           if not QEmpty(Q)
           then begin
             Front(Q,El)
             ...
           end; 

Implementation of queue by array uses  predicate QFull, which indicates the full queue and prevents the Queup operation.

          if not  Full(Q)
          then begin
            Queup(Q,El)
            ...
          end;


The queue is the essential concept of the "Queue theory" and of the discrete event simulation systems solving the problems of optimal service in the service systems.

5.2.1   Implementation of the queue.


Implementation with the use of an array,


const
  MaxQue=500;  (* Capactity of the Queue is 499 *)
type
  TQArr:array[1..MaxQue] Tdata;
  TQueue=record   (* type Queue implemented by ab array *)
    Frst,Lst:1..MaxQue;
    QArr:TQArr;
  end;

procedure QInit(vat Q:TQueue);
begin
  Q.Frst:=1;
  Q.Lst:=1;
end;

function QEmpty(Q:TQue):Boolean;
begin
  QEmpty:=S.Lst=S.Frst
end;

procedure QueUp(var Q:TQueue; El:TData);
begin
  with Q do begin
    QArr[Lst]:=El;
    Lst:=Lst+1;
    if Lst > MaxQue  (* back linking of the circular list *)
    then Lst:=1;
  end
end;

procedure Remove(var Q:TQue);
begin
  with Q do begin
    if Frst<>Lst
    then begin
      Frst:=Frst+1;
      if Frst>MaxQue
      then Frst:=1
    end; (* if *)
  end (* with *)
end;

procedure Front(Q:TQue; var El:TData);
begin
  El:=Q.Qarr[Q.Frst];
end;



function QFull(Q:TQue):Boolean; (* This operation is used for 
                            implementation of the queue by the array *)
begin
  with Q do begin
    QFull := (Frst=1) and (Lst=MaxQue) or ((Frst-1)=Lst)
  end;
end;


5.2.2   Implementation of the queue by the linked list.


type
  TPtr=^TItem;
  TItem=record
    Data:TData;
    NextPtr:TPtr;
  end;

  TQueue=record  (* Queue implemented by the list *)
    Frst,Lst:TPtr;
  end; 

  procedure QInit(var Q:TQue);
  begin
    Q.Frst:=nil;
    Q.Lst:=nil;
  end;

  function QEmpty(Q:TQue):Boolean;
  begin
    SEmpty:=S.Frst=nil;
  end;

  procedure Queup(var Q:TQue, El:TData);
  var
    TmpPtr:TPtr;
  begin
    new(TmpPtr);
    TmpPtr^.Data:=El;
    TmpPtr^.NextPtr:=nil;
    if Q.Frst=nil
    then Q.Frst:=TmpPtr; (* inserted is the first and single item *)
    Q.Lst^.NextPtr:=nil;
    Q.Lst:=TmpPtr;
  end

  procedure Remove(var Q:TQueue);
  var
    TmpPtr:TPtr;
  begin
    TmpPtr:=Q.Frst;
    if Q.Frst=Q.Lst
    then begin
      Q.Lst:=nil
    end;
      Q.Frst:=Q.Frst^.NextPtr;
    end;
    dispose(TmpPtr);
  end;

  procedure Front(Q:TQue; var El:TData);
  begin
    El:=Q.Frst^.Data
  end;   
 

5.3    Exercises:

1. Convert infix notation to postfix and evaluate the postfix result:

   procedure Evaluate(S;string; var Result:real);

2. Draw the diagram of signature of TStack 

3. Create the Map Function for the three dimensional array

   [1..10,1..20.1..5]



